IMMERSE YOUR AUDIENCE IN A
HILARIOUS, INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE
Brent and Sarah's Comedy Magic Show is a non-stop laugh riot
from beginning to end. It's what you get when you pair two
magicians with skill and talent that don't take themselves too
seriously.
The show is sure to amaze and impress, but it is Brent and
Sarah's hilarious personalities and on-stage chemistry that keep
audiences raving about the dynamic duo. The show combines
magic, music, comedy and audience participation in a way that
feels more like a two person variety show than a traditional
magic act.
Brent and Sarah’s Comedy Magic Show offers a clever mix of
Mind Reading, Illusion, Card Magic and more. Including a Daring
Escape and an Impossible Prediction that will leave your
audience amazed long after the show!

A UNIQUE TWO-PERSON TEAM
Unlike a traditional male magician and female
assistant, Brent and Sarah Nicholls are a
husband and wife team of magicians. Together
they travel North America with their one-of-akind show. Their unique and hilarious approach
to magic has made them a trusted choice for
audiences of all shapes and sizes.
Brent and Sarah live in Toronto, but they first
met while performing aboard Disney Cruise
Line. With their big personalities and magical
talents they entertained thousands of guests
week after week. During their time with Disney
they were trained by some of the best minds in
entertainment and together they crafted a highenergy show like no other.
Brent and Sarah perform hundreds of shows
every year. They are based out of Toronto,
Ontario, but are available to entertain
worldwide. Their interactive show awaits any
audience member that doesn't mind watching
from the edge of their seat!

THE SHOW IS INTERACTIVE AND HIGH-ENERGY
Your audience won’t just watch the show. They’ll
be a big part of the excitement as willing participants
become the stars of the show!
THE MAGIC IS UNIQUE AND IMPRESSIVE
You won’t find a straight hour of card tricks with this
show. Instead your audience will experience visual
impossibilities, astounding predictions and Brent and
Sarah’s signature finale that combines magic and
live music.
THE COMEDY IS CLEAN AND HILARIOUS
Brent and Sarah pride themselves on performing a
hilarious show that does not embarrass or offend.
The show is well suited for corporate environments
and always leaves audience members raving.
BRENT AND SARAH ARE ‘THE REAL THING’
With over a decade of experience in entertainment
and training from artistic directors, stage managers
and the Walt Disney Company you can trust that
Brent and Sarah are exceptional entertainers.
Together they have crafted a unique and memorable
show that transcends traditional magic shows and
cannot be found anywhere else.
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